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 accidentally, .cannot read, .hard disk crash, or .filesystem corruption. It provides the best solution for any file loss, and supports all most popular file system on Windows, including NTFS, FAT, HFS+, ext2, ext3, ext4, and NTFS5. easeus-wizard ============== easeUS Data Recovery Wizard is an efficient and safe data recovery software. It can recover file, photo, video, document and more lost
due to deletion, .accidentally, .cannot read, .hard disk crash, or .filesystem corruption. It provides the best solution for any file loss, and supports all most popular file system on Windows, including NTFS, FAT, HFS+, ext2, ext3, ext4, and NTFS5. Features -------- * Support all types of Windows file systems * Supports all types of Windows file systems * Offers fast, safe and easy to use recovery. *

EaseUS Recovery Wizard for Mac does not require a PC to recover data. All you need is a Mac and you can start recovering. * You can use EaseUS Data Recovery Wizard to recover lost files from Windows, Mac, Linux, and other storage media. * Automatic file recovery from corrupt or deleted partition. * You can recover your deleted partition for free. * It offers more than 200 built-in file
recovery functions. * Easy to use graphical interface. * You can recover data from any hard drive and also lost partition. * Some partition types are undetectable. * You can recover data from almost any partition of your hard drive, from Windows, Linux, and Mac. * For more detailed information on the program please visit our website www.easeus.com. How to Use ----------- * Run the software and

run the built-in wizard. * Press the "Advanced Recovery" button to view the details. * You can select the drive or partition which you want to recover. * After the partition is successfully scanned, the program will show you all the lost files and folders on the partition. * The program will list out all files and folders as well as the file's sizes. You can select them to recover. * After selected files are
recovered, you can check the details of all 82157476af
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